
English 

Reading  

 Read your reading book for 25 minutes per day—remember to try and read widely; if you’ve recently 

read  fiction book, why not try a non-fiction text? 

 You will see on Classroom that I have uploaded an ebook Sabryna and The River Spirit. There are also 

videos that I have uploaded to go with the ebook where chapters are being read and you are asked 

questions as it goes along. I have uploaded the sheets with the questions for you to answer. There is 

also a follow-up activity for 3 of the sessions. Please complete one of these every other day and  

then write a book review for the book. I have attached a link to a website to guide you through the 

book review. 

Spelling Punctuation and Grammar 

 Please continue to work your way through the spelling activity mats but also practise spelling patterns 

using the following website: https://spellingframe.co.uk/ It is worth going back over previous year’s 

spelling patterns to ensure you are confident with those too. Common spelling patterns such as  

replacing ‘y’ with an ‘i’ etc can be easily forgotten. 

 On the Google Classroom you will see that I have uploaded a PowerPoint; this contains 15  

punctuation and grammar activities so you can complete one per day for the next 3 weeks. Please 

submit it under the Grammar assignment. 

Writing 

 Write a newspaper report about an alternate version of The 3 Little Pigs. There is a video and some 

helpful guides on the Classroom. 

 Create an information leaflet on a country OUTSIDE Europe where French is spoken. 

Maths 

 Continue to complete your 15 minutes of TT 

Rockstars daily— why don’t you set yourself a 

challenge to try and answer a certain number of 

questions or improve your time? 

 Complete any unfinished Mathletics tasks or  

redo tasks that you struggled with. I have also 

set some new problem solving tasks on Math-

letics and will be uploading other problem  

solving work to the Classroom over the weeks. 

STEM  

 Bob and I will be putting together some  

computing lessons so keep an eye out for these 

on the Classroom! 

 Complete Mini Water Cycle observation. 

 Does my heart always beat the same? See Google 

Classroom assignment. 

Geography—Investigate a French-speaking  

country for your writing. 

History—Anglo Saxons  

Draw a timeline to show the period when the Anglo-

Saxons invaded and settled in Britain. Include the  

period before and afterwards.  

Find out about an Anglo-Saxon king that reigned during 

this period. Present your facts in an interesting way.  

French — For French, we’re going to be doing more activities based around food. What better subject as we are now allowed to see a few friends for a picnic! 
 
RE— we are going to be exploring some well-known Jewish scriptures. 
 
Music — Keep an eye on the Google Classroom as Mrs Ling will be suggesting musical activities, including making your own musical instrument. 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/

